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Editor's Letter

ANDREW KIMBER
Editor-in-Chief

In a year that has proven itself to be the most challenging, unfamiliar, 
and revealing of our lifetimes, I bring you our ‘Artistry’ issue. 

Art is vital, it is all-encompassing; a medium that transcends us 
into a world of the unknown. We read a painting, an illustration 
and a photograph, we relate it to our own lives and make it deeply 
personal. The life of artistic expression is a life that provides 
meaning and inspiration to everything around us, even in the 
hardest of times. It evokes unique emotions and thoughts that we 
may seldom feel elsewhere. We set out to do the same with this 
issue in the form of photoshoots, features and articles influenced 
by our own loved artists and artistic works. Our hope is that it will 
allow you to flee from the difficult circumstances of our current 
existence and bring you a world of inspiration and beauty.

I am beyond proud to announce we have a wondrous new 
addition to our team alongside an incredibly talented creative 
stepping up to a new position. The remarkable Natalie Yuksel is 
now part of our ever-growing team, taking on the role of Fashion 
Director at OVERDUE. Natalie has an expansive knowledge 
of everything fashion and dove headfirst into her new role by 
styling two of our cover stories, all whilst bringing us an influx 
of accomplished creatives and talents, elevating OVERDUE to a 
higher level as every day passed. 

Elsewhere, the astounding Tess Savina stepped up to the role 
of Creative Director. Within hours Tess brought to the table 
everything I knew she would with incredible concepts and ideas 
that resulted in stories throughout the issue that, genuinely, 
brought tears of joy to my eyes after seeing the results. 

Scouring far and wide, both Tess and Natalie carefully curated 
shoots across the globe including France, China and America 
with some of the most creative and gifted teams we have ever had 
the pleasure of shooting for OVERDUE.

I could not be happier with the outcome of this issue, it is a 
concept and idea that is so close to my heart and seeing it come 
to life makes me proud of what we have accomplished in such 
trying times. This was only made possible by every incredible 
individual we had working on this issue; every OVERDUE team 
member, every talent and creative that put their trust and time 
into this issue – you all made this happen, and I am eternally 
grateful. Thank you.

Talent Gaia Weiss
Photography by Julien Vallon 
Fashion Direction by Natalie Yuksel 
Concept Development by Tess Savina
Makeup by Lloyd Simmonds 
Hair by Shuhei Nishimura
Gaia is wearing dress by  
4 Moncler Simone Rocha

Model Frida Munting at  
Select Model Management 
Photography by Andrew Kimber 
Creative Direction by Tess Savina 
Fashion Direction by Natalie Yuksel
Makeup by Francesca Brazzo
Hair by Hirokazu Endo
Set Design by Tara Holmes 
Creative Production by Studio Bajek
Frida is wearing coat, top and  
trousers by Issey Miyake
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An ode to global  
opulence

words ALICE MAY STENSON

From his humble beginnings in Japan to becoming an international fashion powerhouse,  
we pay tribute to the immensely talented designer Kenzo Takada 

76 76



Art and fashion find themselves at an 
intersecting axis. They make not one 
straight line, but a complex angle on a 
spectrum of culture and personal insight. 
Through a career spanning almost three 
decades, late Japanese designer Kenzo 
Takada placed himself precisely on that 
scope. Between vivacious oriental prints 
and a rich colour palette, his approach to 
fashion stood on the precipice of wearable 
art. While Paris continues to mourn his 
passing, Takada leaves a global legacy 
that encompasses Asian heritage from 
the East and couture from the West. A  
vibrant spirit lives on in his design 
masterpieces, that upend traditional codes 
of couture for playful kimonos, collaged 
dresses and tunics. 

Born in 1939, Takada blossomed from 
a humble childhood in Himeji, Japan. 
Flicking through copies of his sister’s 
magazines, the imagery sparked a creative 
fire that would later fuel his desire for 
luxury design. After following his parent’s 
wishes, a young Takada refrained from 
fashion to pursue literature studies in his 
teenage years, yet a thirst for progress and 
his father’s death meant he later took his 
own pathway. It marked an ongoing credo 
 to be different, break rules and not treat 
life so rigidly. Being the first male student 
to enrol at Tokyo’s Bunka Fashion College, 
where he designed up to 40 dresses a 
month, Takada was trailblazing in both an 
industry and era that shunned anything but 
the normative. Recalling how his early years 
were impacted by dyslexia, Takada used his 
virtuous eye for drawing as an escape from 
hardships – although his pivotal escape 
came as a physical one, via a one-way ticket 
to leave the country.

Traversing by sea, Takada reached French 
shores in 1964, where he intended to stay 
in Paris for six months. The sojourn was 
proposed by his teacher as a cultural learning 
trip, though Takada initially struggled to 
adapt. “Paris was dark, cold and not at all 
what it looked like in the magazines,” he 
admitted. Armed with no acquaintances and 
little grasp of the language, the voyage was a 
gambit with one chance for success. His first 
weeks were spent selling fashion sketches 
for 25 francs a piece to costumiers including 
Louis Feraud, and later, he toiled as a 
stylist at local textile manufacturer Pisanti. 
Optimism and a charismatic smile propelled 
Takada further into the industry. The same 
progress could not be said for his finances, 
however. Spending no more than $200, his 
first collections were sewn entirely from 
cheap cotton, their only true value being the 
love and craftsmanship from Takada’s very 
hands. He could not afford wholesale fabrics, 
or factory production lines, and with that 
came the need for adaptability. 

When picking his way through flea 
markets and the bustling stalls of Marché 
Saint-Pierre, a flair for eclecticism arose. 
Takada would collect silk swatches, and 
in doing so, grow his ability to merge 
a multitude of prints. This aesthetic, a 
bricolage of visual culture, came to define 
the brand identity. Such mix-and-match 
textiles are notable in his womenswear line, 
with kasuri patterns evolving into distinctive 
stripes to achieve the post-1960s vigour for 
colour. Yet still managing to stray far from 
the space age and slender youthquake 
trends that had otherwise consumed the 
West. Takada chose to revive artistry over 
technology, so prioritised and took great 
pride in surface design.

Title page: Kenzo Fashion Show  
Paris, France, 1982/1983 
Left: Kenzo Fashion Show 
Paris, France, 1985
Sipa/Shutterstock
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Painting was a direct inspiration, particularly 
Henri Rousseau and his esteemed jungle 
works such as ‘The Dream’ from 1910 
with its wild cats and dense forestry. This 
reference precedes Kenzo’s tiger motif from 
2001, under the creative direction of Carol 
Lim and Humberto Leon, that can still be 
found emblazoned on jumpers and trucker 
caps alike. In the Takada universe, exotic 
animals and botany had always felt familiar. 
Indigenous dress in Japan used these symbols 
for centuries, making it a natural progression. 
However, more unnatural was Takada’s use 
of multi-culture; wrapping layers to create 
sweeping sleeves and doing away with 
European constructs like darting, seams and 
zippers. During an interview with WWD in 
1976, the designer asserted that “peaceful 
internationalism” was at the core of every 
piece his team created. This traversed more 
than Japanese influence, it could be seen in 
Roman peasant skirts all the way to Mexican 
and Scandinavian appliqué. Takada would 
also dispense the confines of traditional 
Japanese form, choosing to cut dresses above 
the knee. The Kenzo girl dressed in bright 
ruffles, billowing tiered skirts, with enough 
juxtaposing fabrics to contest a textile mill’s 
inventory. The shapes were oversized, their 
flowery coverings were intricate. 

By 1970, a boutique opening in Paris 
marked the debut of Kenzo Takada as a 
prominent fashion figure. The emporium 
was initially named ‘Jungle Jap’ in an ode to 
Rousseau, but was later made eponymous to 
avoid ethnic controversy. After moving into 
an old antique store in the Galerie Vivienne, 
the interior was decorated with climbing 
flora on the walls, opposing the golden, 
marble-fitted Parisian shop floors elsewhere 

in the district. To the then-elitist crowds, 
his work dismantled any lust for pompous 
frocks and infused buoyancy, even comfort, 
into luxury fashion. Women reached for 
unorthodox kimonos or knitwear, leaving 
debutante-style gowns on the hanger. This 
shift in taste ushered American Vogue and 
Elle, whose editors gave Takada a large 
front cover presence, the latter picturing 
a floral Kenzo button-up on the June 1970 
issue. The designer remains something of a 
renegade, not only in his relish for clothing 
hybridity. In retail, his brand adopted an 
early see-now buy-now model 45 years 
before it came to fruition across the industry. 
“It was just logical for me to show Spring in 
spring,” he said. Menswear became a brand 
focus in 1983 with its loose suits and Mao 
collars, followed by perfumes in 1988, but 
after a tumultuous year in 1993 when his life 
partner died and business partner suffered a 
stroke, Takada became distant. 

After his retirement from fashion in 
1999, the Kenzo brand continued below 
new direction, and today thrives under 
conglomerate LVMH. Takada left to 
explore new lands, he followed his heart 
into interior design, then dabbled in 
painting, always offering exuberant creative 
output into the world. One thing is certain; 
that each Kenzo creation is an heirloom. 
Treasure from a time when fashion first 
romanticised Japan, a tribute to the global 
ambition: “I am influenced by the world that 
says I influence it,” was a lasting mantra of 
his. Today, Takada remains a citation for the 
modern era of dress. He was the key that 
unlocked Parisian couture from its Western 
tethers, a designer that opened doors for 
Yohji Yamamoto and Rei Kawakubo in 

Right: Kenzo Fashion Show 
Paris, France, 1985
Sipa/Shutterstock
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Left: Kenzo Takada Fashion Show 
Paris, France, 1978 by Chris Barham
ANL/Shutterstock

subsequent years, and took tradition across 
continents. On his own version of a Silk 
Road odyssey, Takada brought fresh textiles 
to Europe, returning to Asia with newfound 
credibility and respect from the West. Much 
like souvenirs, his designs drew on elements 
from the journey, ultimately as mirrors into 
his experience; the cut-and-paste prints 
honouring his penchant for doing a lot 
with a little. This Takada approach was 
also interwoven in pattern-cutting where 
simple kimonos were met with bespoke 
draping and sold for the first time on a 
substantial scale. Those traditional shapes 
and cuts came primarily from memories of 
his family: “I was fascinated by mother. She 
was omnipresent, and incredibly elegant in 
the kimonos she wore so well.” 

Takada did, however, oppose the creative 
oppression of his parents, who worked as 
innkeepers and could not understand his 
inventive mind. Each Kenzo catwalk acted 
as cultural theatre, incorporating dance and 
expression, which stirred the centuries-old 
decorum that Europe held. This advocacy 
for change was found in Takada’s own 
values. As a designer he wished to celebrate 
marginalised cultures and democratise 
fashion; making its joy available to the 
masses. “Fashion is not for the few – it is 
for all the people,” he told The New York  
Times in 1972. With this mindset, his  
designs were effortlessly free-spirited. 
They held a simple purpose to make 
the wearer feel happy and uplifted. 
For Takada it was never about commercial 
gains and adapting to Western trends – 
instead, every garment was a fragment of 
his youth, every garment was fun. Using 
passion against destitution was an evident 
formula for Kenzo’s success. 

Where the brand prospered, so did the 
extravagance of each new collection. In 
1978, Takada’s idiosyncrasy reached a new 
stage following a circus tent runway show 
in which he rode an elephant. Radical  
for the time, female acrobats wore sheer suits 
on horseback to demonstrate his artistic 
dexterity. It was carefree, it was Kenzo.  
The shows had an infectious energy, where 
his magical mind conjured up performances 
with waltzing models and upbeat musical 
scores. Alongside Issey Miyake, Takada 
was one of the first designers from the East 
to use bright colours in everyday dress. It 
stemmed from his adoration of the arts, 
ink paintings and fascination with Yves 
Saint Laurent, who is famed for Mondrian-
style cocktail dresses. Never tentative, 
each Kenzo look managed to synthesise 
geisha brocades with much simpler cotton 
patchwork or folklore knits. This signature 
style carried through time and was later 
used to design costumes for the opera and 
Olympics. It reached a rank of distinction 
that goes down in history. 

At age 81, the fashion visionary sadly 
passed away following complications with 
the coronavirus. In symbolic timing, his 
death occurred during Paris Fashion Week, 
on October 4th 2020, only four days after 
his brand showcased for Spring/Summer 21. 
Takada departed in a hospital near to the city 
where his career began. Paris – the same city 
where he intended to stay for only a matter 
of months, yet out of it forged a boundary-
defying lifetime. His designs made the City 
of Light glow like a paper lantern, and they 
too warmed fashion crowds to the beauty 
of orientalism. Without Kenzo Takada, the 
colours of art are muted and the sparkle of 
fashion shines less brilliantly.
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photography DAVID   DUNAN styling KRISANA SOTELO
makeup YUKI HAYASHI hair RUTGER

PRESENCE

top  ZILLE HUMA
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This page: gloves, top SCHIAPARELLI BY DANIEL ROSEBERRY ear cuffs (on collar) DEMARSON 
Opposite page: turtleneck WIEDERHOEFT earrings ANANYA
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This page: jacket WIEDERHOEFT 
Opposite page: leotard WIEDERHOEFT cuffs DEMARSON
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gloves CAROLINA AMATO dress WIEDERHOEFT
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This page: jacket ARC LUO 
Opposite page: hat HELEN UFFNER VINTAGE CLOTHING-NY top IVY KIRK
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hat HELEN UFFNER VINTAGE CLOTHING-NY 

models JESSICA FENNIX at CRAWFORD MODELS,  
ASTRID VOSS at WILHELMINA MODELS,  

HANNAH LOCSIN at SUPREME MANAGEMENT 
makeup artist represented by THE WALL GROUP using RMK BEAUTY  

hair artist represented by THE WALL GROUP using DAVINES 
nail artist MAKI SAKAMOTO represented by THE WALL GROUP  

casting ANGELIKI SOFRONAS 
photographer represented by CORNELIA ADAMS  

stylist represented by THE ONLY AGENCY 
 photographer's assistant DAVID JAFFE  

styling assistant JOE EVEREST 
 production assistant MAAHLEEK

fashion interns ERIN WHITE, CAMRYN THAYER, ALEX BULLOCK
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photography ANNEMARIE STERIAN styling AMISHA KAPADIA 
floral design YAN SKATES

au
naturel

dress TALLER MARMO 
rings, earrings YAA YAA LONDON
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This page: necklace SAAD COLLECTION Opposite page: hat CREASE



This page: hat EMMA BREWIN Opposite page: earrings JUSTINE GARNER



This page: earring JUSTINE GARNER glove ALEKSANDRA SEWERYNIAK 
Opposite page: hat CREASE shoes PLEIADES
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This page: jewellery HELENA THULIN Opposite page: earrings DEBORAH TSENG

model JADE HUDSON at MILK MODEL MANAGEMENT casting direction STUDIO BAJEK organic jewellery artist SOLÈNE RIFF
photography and production assistant KALIE TAYLOR location SHUTTERHOUSE STUDIO



Gaiathe energy of

dress 4 MONCLER SIMONE ROCHA

talent GAIA WEISS 
photography JULIEN VALLON  fashion direction NATALIE YUKSEL 

concept development TESS SAVINA
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This spread: dress MIU MIU boots ANN DEMEULEMEESTER



This page: dress BOSS boots ASH
Opposite page: coat, bustier, skirt YOHJI YAMAMOTO boots ANN DEMEULEMEESTER
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This page: dress, skirt JUNKO SHIMADA boots ANN DEMEULEMEESTER
Opposite page: dress BALMAIN
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dress, skirt, hip enhancer, boots ANN DEMEULEMEESTER necklace IN GOLD WE TRUST



This page: coat, bustier YOHJI YAMAMOTO
Opposite page: dress OFF-WHITE hat FENTY
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This page: gloves UNTITLED 19 skirt ELISABETTA FRANCHI boots ANN DEMEULEMEESTER 
Opposite page: dress ROCHAS bracelet worn as earring IN GOLD WE TRUST 
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This page: dress 4 MONCLER SIMONE ROCHA
Opposite page: dress, skirt, waist piece ANN DEMEULEMEESTER necklace IN GOLD WE TRUST
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Raised between Paris and London, Gaia 
forged her creative career path early on, 
studying ballet from age 4 until the age of 
14 when she eventually settled on acting, 
studying in London and graduating from 
LAMDA. 

Gaia has been cast in several supporting 
roles in major blockbuster TV shows such 
as Vikings, Outlander and most recently 
La Révolution – a Netflix series about 
the French revolution where she plays 
Marianne, a character that remains an 
enduring symbol of freedom for France to 
this day.  

We speak as both Paris and London 
are entering their second Lockdowns and 
I ask her what she gained from the first. 
Weiss says Lockdown has given her the 
opportunity to ponder her life and career, 
and helped her make decisions about 
her future. The slow down and ‘catching 
of her breath’ gave her time to evaluate 
her career. Weiss concluded that she was 
happy with the types of roles and projects 
being offered to her, but that there was 
a definite desire to gain further creative 
control. This comes as Weiss is developing 
and writing a TV series around life and 
political events in Poland in the 80s, 
something she is very passionate about. 

Multi-lingual, Weiss has been learning 
Hebrew for several years and says that 
every word comes from a root of three 
letters – the words towel and desert 
share the same root as they are both dry. 
We discuss the relationship between 
linguistics and culture, and whether 
this has an impact on one’s own cultural 
opinions and perceptions. We agree that 
it definitely makes you think differently 
and that we can also potentially engage 
different personas for different languages, 
which may have cultural leanings.  

Moving on to more light-hearted 
subjects, I ask about her fashion inspo. 
Weiss says she is influenced by both 
Parisian and London style. She likes 
to mix the best of both and describes 
her look as casual-elegant. Her current 
favourite brands are Miu Miu for its 

quirky preppy pieces and Isabel Marant 
for its French girl staples. Layering is key, 
although she prioritises comfort, well-cut 
clothes and loves to add a touch of whimsy 
or extravagance to an otherwise simple 
outfit. Weiss muses about the importance 
of public dressing, and how this differs 
when she has professional engagements, 
projecting a certain look or image and 
having designers dress her.  

Beauty-wise her aesthetic is Parisian: 
minimal, low-maintenance but effective. 
Weiss loves pharmacy brands and her 
favourites are Avène, Darphin and Neal’s 
Yard Remedies. She also recently discovered 
hemp oil, an organic and ingestible kind 
which her mother gave her and now touts 
it as a must-have – she says it’s great facial 
oil and her new favourite beauty discovery 
which she insists anyone who suffers from 
breakouts or ‘maskne’ must try. 

Upcoming projects include Victims, a 
psychological thriller written and directed 
by Agnieszka Lukasiak, in which she stars 
opposite Anthony Boyle. The film features 
just two actors and was shot in London. 
The plot centres around sexual abuse and 
the repercussions for the couple; the most 
challenging project Weiss has worked 
on to date. Another first for Weiss was 
the voicing of a character for cult video 
game Assassin’s Creed Valhalla, which has 
recently launched and she thoroughly 
enjoyed as a new creative experience.  

As for personal and professional 
aspirations for the future, Weiss would 
love to work with Polish theatre director 
Krzysztof Warlikowski, after falling in 
love with his adaptation of Angels in 
America. She would also love to have 
the TV series she is writing picked up, 
but acknowledges it will require a lot of 
work and persistence. Finally Weiss says 
she would like to keep being surprised 
in a positive way, the way that she has 
been over the last couple of years by the 
opportunities she has been given. And 
judging by her strong work ethic, we’re 
certain that the sky is the limit for this 
up-and-coming actress.

top, leggings FORTE FORTE boots ANN DEMEULEMEESTER

makeup LLOYD SIMMONDS hair SHUHEI NISHIMURA represented by WISE & TALENTED using ORIBE
fashion director represented by SAINT GERMAIN styling assistant LUCILLE FOURNY Gaia Weiss represented by ZZO IMAGEinterview MIRANDA WILKINSON

Actress Gaia Weiss is an emerging 
talent with an impressively 
self-aware voice. She chatted to 
OVERDUE Magazine about her 
heritage, etymology and hemp oil! 
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A KON
photography CATHARINA PAVITSCHITZ  
creative direction TESS SAVINA

CT

ST

RU
styling SAMMIEY HUGHES 
set design JESS MURPHY

top, blazer, trousers top, blazer, trousers 
DODO BAR OR DODO BAR OR 

ring (on model and still life)ring (on model and still life)  
PHIRA LONDONPHIRA LONDON
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This page:This page: blazer, shirt, trousers, tie  blazer, shirt, trousers, tie PREEN BY THORNTON BREGAZZI PREEN BY THORNTON BREGAZZI shoesshoes MIISTA  MIISTA 
Opposite page:Opposite page: dress  dress ROKSANDA ROKSANDA ring ring PHIRA LONDONPHIRA LONDON



This page (right): This page (right): rings rings JAKHU STUDIOJAKHU STUDIO
This page (left): This page (left): bodysuit bodysuit WOLFORDWOLFORD boots  boots MIISTAMIISTA
Opposite page: Opposite page: shoe shoe MIISTAMIISTA
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This page (right): This page (right): bag bag BY FARBY FAR
This page (left): This page (left): bag bag DANSE LENTEDANSE LENTE
Opposite page: Opposite page: blazer, shirt, trousers blazer, shirt, trousers ROKSANDAROKSANDA
rings rings JAKHU STUDIO JAKHU STUDIO shoes shoes MIISTAMIISTA
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This page: This page: jumpsuit jumpsuit TOGATOGA  Opposite page:Opposite page: coat  coat EDELINE LEE EDELINE LEE roll neck roll neck WOLFORDWOLFORD



This page (right): This page (right): chair chair MARIO BOTTAMARIO BOTTA
This page (left): This page (left): hat, dress hat, dress CHALAYANCHALAYAN
Opposite page: Opposite page: coat coat ESAÚ YORIESAÚ YORI
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This page (right): This page (right): shoe shoe MIISTAMIISTA
This page (left): This page (left): coat coat ESAÚ YORI  ESAÚ YORI  jumper jumper FILIPPA K FILIPPA K earring earring MOTLEYMOTLEY
Opposite page: Opposite page: shirt shirt STUDIO NICHOLSON STUDIO NICHOLSON belted coat belted coat HARRIS WHARF LONDON  HARRIS WHARF LONDON  
coat (mid layer) coat (mid layer) FILIPPA K FILIPPA K leather coat (over) leather coat (over) SKIIM LONDON SKIIM LONDON trousers trousers REJINA PYO REJINA PYO ringring PHIRA LONDON PHIRA LONDON



This page: This page: boot boot REJINA PYOREJINA PYO
Opposite page: Opposite page: top, trousers top, trousers DODO BAR ORDODO BAR OR  

model model ISABELLA MOLLOY ISABELLA MOLLOY at at MODELS1 MODELS1 casting direction casting direction STUDIO BAJEKSTUDIO BAJEK
makeup makeup ANNA PAYNE ANNA PAYNE represented by represented by @@AGENTOFSUBSTANCEAGENTOFSUBSTANCE using  using LES CHAÎNES D'OR DE CHANEL AND SUBLIMAGE L’EXTRAIT DE NUITLES CHAÎNES D'OR DE CHANEL AND SUBLIMAGE L’EXTRAIT DE NUIT    
hair hair CECILIE HILDEBRANDT CECILIE HILDEBRANDT represented by represented by @@AGENTOFSUBSTANCEAGENTOFSUBSTANCE  using using HAIR BY SAM MCKNIGHTHAIR BY SAM MCKNIGHT
photographer's assistant photographer's assistant JOSEPH CLARKE JOSEPH CLARKE with special thanks to with special thanks to THE FALL BRIDETHE FALL BRIDE
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photography ANDREW KIMBER creative direction TESS SAVINA  fashion direction NATALIE YUKSEL

muse

faces
of

the

dress STAUD 
rose cut necklace, 

with white diamonds, 
set in 18ct white gold

 DAVID MORRIS
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This page: jacket ESAÚ YORI sapphire earrings, with white diamonds, set in 18ct white gold DAVID MORRIS
Opposite page: top, skirt LACOSTE hat MAISON MICHEL shoes KALDA
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Opposite page: stole ISSEY MIYAKE briefs ERES
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This page: coat, top, trousers ISSEY MIYAKE
Opposite page: dress KENZO shoes KALDA
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This page: shirt (worn underneath) ESAÚ YORI coat ISSEY MIYAKE  
rose cut necklace, with white diamonds, set in 18ct white gold DAVID MORRIS
Opposite page: dress BATSHEVA
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This page: sapphire earrings, with white diamonds, set in 18ct white gold DAVID MORRIS
Opposite page: dress MILÓ MARIA shoes KALDA



Opposite page: dress KARL LAGERFELD rose cut necklace, with white diamonds, set in 18ct white gold DAVID MORRIS shoes KALDA
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This page: top, skirt MONIQUE SINGH hat MAISON MICHEL shoes KALDA
Opposite page: dress KENZO
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This page: pants and bustier HOUSE OF SHELDON HALL heels MANOLO BLAHNIK
Opposite page: shirt BEYOND RETRO bodysuit LYDIA FUNG

Opposite page: dress SONIA CARRASCO 
Next page over: dress L BY LISA
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model FRIDA MUNTING at SELECT MODEL MANAGEMENT 
makeup FRANCESCA BRAZZO represented by THE WALL GROUP

hair HIROKAZU ENDO represented by COFFIN INC using BUMBLE AND BUMBLE 
set designer TARA HOLMES creative production STUDIO BAJEK 

production assistant ALICJA DOMAŃSKA 
fashion director represented by SAINT GERMAIN 
photographer's assistant LUKE HUTSON-FLYNN 

styling assistants SAVANNAH CHRISTINA, VENETIA TYLER
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Architect to his 
infinite possibilities

words words ADRIAN GLASSADRIAN GLASS

Carlo Scarpa was a master of detail and 
form, who had extraordinary gifted ability 
combining base and precious materials 
to which he melded into his structural 
inspired designs. Known also for his 
precision of renovating historic Italian 
landmarks, he could have been considered 
the 'heretic' modernist architect despite 
his humility and devotion to Venetian art 
and design to which he held with such a 
reverence. Scarpa never qualified as an 
official architect, deciding early in his career 
not to complete the required examination, 
yet he went on to become one of the unsung 
heroes of mid-century architecture. 

Born 1906 in Venice, where he spent 
most of his childhood and later adult life 
until his death in 1978, Scarpa was raised 
by his father after his mother died. At the 
age of 13, he began to express an aptitude 
as a creative and prolific artist, able to 
sketch out ideas in rapid succession. It 
is Scarpa's glassware creations that are 
often overlooked from his legacy later 
in life as a structural designer. Whilst 
studying at the Academy of Fine Arts in 
Venice, Scarpa under the mentoring eye 
of the Venetian glass master Giacomo 
Cappellin, became immersed with 
Cappellin's glassware company. He was 
later granted an opportunity to design 
his own collection for Cappellin. By 1926 
Scarpa had completed his academia in 
Architectural Design, and went on to work 
as an assistant for the Venetian architects 
Guido Cirilli and Francesco Rinaldo. An 
avid drafter, Scarpa showed a remarkable 
talent in developing his own take on 

simplifying design, yet defining it with 
intricate geometric pattern work. 

After completing his architectural 
assistant work with Francesco Rinaldo, 
Scarpa later married Rinaldo's niece, Nina 
Lazzari. In 1937 Lazzari gave birth to 
their only son Tobia and Scarpa remained 
devoted to his family right up until his 
untimely death in 1978. But it was Scarpa's 
interest as a younger man, which reflected 
his profound respect towards the artisans 
of Venetian glassware, remaining as a focus 
in the early years of the emerging designer. 

Scarpa became the creative director of 
the famed Venini glassblowers, renowned 
for their Munaro glass workmanship 
of Venice, from 1932 until 1946. In his 
design projects for Venini, Scarpa’s 
modernist inclinations became more 
defined and his admiration of the great 
American architect Frank Lloyd Wright 
began to emanate. Wright's ability to 
build structures that seem connected 
to the natural environment appealed to 
Scarpa. This new modernist architecture 
movement of the late 1940s and 1950s 
had imprinted on Scarpa a template 
with which to experiment. Scarpa set 
about designing furniture alongside 
commissioned restoration work and 
refurbishing exclusive clientèle apartment 
interiors. He collaborated with the great 
modernist architect Marcel Breuer, and 
together they created the iconic Delfi 
terrazzo marble table in 1969, which 
allowed Scarpa to continue his process 
of shaping solid furnishings into an 
architectural-influenced aesthetic. 

“Archietto, Ai suoi infinti possibili”

Best known for his innovative structures and reimagining of ancient landmarks, 
we pay tribute to the life of enigmatic Italian architect Carlo Scarpa.
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Title page: Brion Tomb, San Vito d'Altivole, Italy, 1970-1978
This page (left): Venini Display Window with Venini glassware at VII Triennale, Milano, 1940 
This page (right): Glass vase with coloured bands, 1942
Opposite page: Brion Tomb, San Vito d'Altivole, Italy, 1970-1978

Although formally not considered 
an architect, Scarpa's iconoclastic 
perspective on building design also 
reflected his harsh critique of Italy's 
education system. Scarpa taught Interior 
Design at the Istituto Universitario 
di Architettura di Venezia (IUAV) in 
the 1960s and 1970s. During this time, 
students protested en masse to reform 
the higher education system, forcing the 
Italian government to implement the 
controversial ‘Law 910’, which guaranteed 
secondary school graduates a place into 
all the university courses offered. This 
caused overcrowding and ill-prepared 
graduates diluted the process of what 
academia entails. Scarpa played off the 
overt and clumsy attempts at reforming 
Italy's universities via a “sociological” 
experiment which saw him reduce his 

teaching to its raw, simplified form – 
basic drawing, using only charcoal and 
paper. Scarpa expressed to his students 
an importance to learn the simplicity 
from his teachings, which he taught as a 
continued practice. 

Scarpa also embraced the influence of 
Japanese design. When he visited Japan 
in 1969, he was greatly inspired by their 
cultural identity and how it interacts 
within its natural surroundings. Scarpa's 
appreciation to the idealism of open 
and relational environments, to which 
Japanese culture was highly influenced 
by, was for him a captivating experience. 
Particularly after he viewed traditional 
Shinto and Buddhist landmarks, drawn 
by their intention to evoke reflection and 
contemplation.

In 1968 Scarpa was commissioned by 
the Onorina Tomasi Brion, the widow of 
Giuseppe Brion, who founded Brionvega 
the Italian electronics company, to 
complete the Brion Tomb – a private 
cemetery for the Brion family in Altivole, 
northwest of Venice. This was Scarpa's 
most personal project and the last that he 
would work on. The actual Tomb complex 
was built to be part of the existing San 
Vito d'Altivole cemetery, which was to 
encapsulate in Scarpa's own words, a 
form of “poetic architecture”. Envisioned 
to represent the variety of influences that 
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This page: Brion Tomb, San Vito d'Altivole, Italy, 1970-1978
Opposite page (top): Two-colored glass vase with included gold leaf. Venini Blue Catalog, 
"Sommersi" (submerged) series, 1934/1936
Opposite page (bottom right): Brion Tomb, San Vito d'Altivole, Italy, 1970-1978
Opposite page (bottom left): Turquoise glass vase with corroded surface. Venini Blue Catalog, 
"A Rilievi" (with relieves) series, 1938

Scarpa had absorbed, the structure reflects 
a man whose focus and commitment 
was the refinement of design, rather 
than its excesses. In the completion of 
its three conjoining landmarks, Scarpa 
ensured it portrayed a brutalist contrast 
attuned with delineated modernism, yet 
it was also infused with Scarpa's personal 
connection to his Venetian artistry. It 
is however the Japanese influence, in 
defining natural space and the meditation 
within, which holds the most prominence 
from the Tomb's mediative gardens and 
water enclosures. 

Understandably, the Brion Chapel 
stands out as the most striking centrepiece 
of Scarpa's design. Like his contemporary 
Marcel Breuer, both men were at awe of 
tomb-like structures. Breuer was far more 
brutalist in his approach than Scarpa, 
yet they both shared the intricacies of 
concrete even with its stark appeal. Yet, 
Scarpa's skills in compressing and sinking 
the Chapel's fortified space into the 
surrounding cemetery area showed his 
ethereal precision as a designer. Rather 
than imposing the Chapel upon the 
natural landscape, it was to be immersed 
as one within its environmental setting, 
despite the fortress-like impression. Also 
noted throughout the exterior and interior 
of the Chapel are Scarpa's inverted 

Ziggurat designs, further testament to his 
reinforcing the structure as a protective 
enclosure safe from the elements. 

In 1978, on his second visit to Japan, 
Scarpa accidentally fell down a flight 
of stairs. After being hospitalized for 
two weeks, he died from the injuries 
sustained. He was 72 years old. Before 
his death, Scarpa, after nearly a decade, 
completed his architectural masterpiece 
– The Brion Tomb and Sanctuary. If 
Scarpa could be deemed the heretic of 
architectural design, it would be said in 
the deepest respect for a man who held a 

revering mysticism to form and structure. 
Carlo Scarpa was laid to rest at the very 
Tomb he created, wrapped in linen sheets 
and buried standing up, in the style 
of a medieval knight, overlooking the 
sanctuary complex. In 1984 the Italian 
composer Luigi Nono dedicated a musical 
piece to the late Carlo Scarpa entitled, 
Archietto, Ai Suoi Infiniti Possibili: Architect 
to his Infinite Possibilities. 
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a DEEP blue NIGHT
photography HAN YANG creative direction HAN YANG & TESS SAVINA styling MOLY

This page: all clothes SWAING shoes BUBUFEIFEI
Opposite page: all clothes FRIGID.ORG
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This page:  
dress PARCZ TSAI
accessories YVMIN, WALKING SCENE
Opposite page: 
dress WALKING SCENE
accessories YVMIN
shoes PINKPUNKPLANK
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This page: 
suit MIXSEVEN
Opposite page:  
all clothes CHICTOPIA 
accessories YVMIN
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This page:  
shirt FRIGID.ORG 
accessories YVMIN 
Opposite page: 
dress TUYUE
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This page: 
shirt XYLON CHEN suit MIXSEVEN
accessories YVMIN shoes JINIWU
Opposite page:  
shirt CHENGGUANG WANG dress SWAING
accessories WALKING SCENE

model XIAOLEI ZHU at LONGTENG MODELS
set design HAN YANG
makeup ROLLIN ZHANG represented by PIN ARTISTS  
hair INKEE HUANG represented by PIN ARTISTS
casting STUDIO BAJEK 
retouching WEI ZHANG 
photographer's assistants JIASI CHEN & TAO JIANG 
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LOinfinite

VE
photography ANDREW KIMBER creative direction TESS SAVINA styling NICK ROYAL

The sound of Paloma Faith’s new album, Infinite Things, is defined 
by the pandemic – it’s a solitary journey with lockdown as its guiding beat, 
documenting domesticity and enduring love from the female perspective.

dress dress HOUSE OF SHELDONHALL HOUSE OF SHELDONHALL 
socks socks FALKE FALKE 
creepers creepers SAINT LAURENTSAINT LAURENT
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“Every record you put out, by definition, 
records a moment in time,” says Faith, 
speaking to me over the phone, in our 
‘new normal’ interview set-up. She’s 
coming straight off another call and jumps 
right in to talking about her latest and 
fifth studio album, like the true industry 
stalwart she is.     

 “This album is more about the ‘warts and 
all’ nature of being connected to another 
person, beyond physical attraction,” she 
explains. “The introspective nature of the 
pandemic and specifically of lockdown, 
plays into the exploratory tendencies of 
an artist. I taught myself to produce music 
for the first time; it was a totally different 
process to my previous albums.”

 “My USP is the fact that I am brutally 
honest,” admits Faith. “Some people 
find it shocking and some people find it 
liberating. I feel like this album will do 
both of those things – there are songs 
where I talk about how unbearable it is 
to be with my partner but I will still stay 
with him, and there are songs where I talk 
about my child and I say things that aren’t 
sentimental. I wrote the lyrics ‘All the joy 
and all the chaos I see in your eyes that life 
brings, those infinite things,’ because being 
a mother isn’t just idyllic and perfect, you 
sacrifice a lot.”

 As we are both mothers, we discuss 
the beauty and brutality of motherhood. 
Faith says her record is very real and 
some might see it as a feminist album as it 
draws heavily on living in lockdown with 
her nuclear family.

 When she thinks about her own 
identity as an artist, Faith feels it can be 
distilled in to two main elements. While 
studying Scenography at Central Saint 
Martins, she remembers that her course 
teacher told her that the direction for her 
Masters would take the form of something 
that she would be concerned with for the 

rest of her life, because all artists have 
some kind of natural leaning or focus to a 
central theme in all their work. And when 
she looks at hers, it’s essentially about 
interaction with other people, the human 
condition and about how we connect with 
each other.

 By default, Faith chose music as her 
main creative output. “It’s a naturally 
unifying art form,” she says. “It’s non-
elitist, everyone is welcome and it unites 
people from all walks of life. We all have 
inherently common experiences that can 
be shared through music and song that 
touch on something that is universal to 
the human condition.” 

 Faith’s focus has been what unites 
us, rather than what divides us, and this 
album is a conversation about something 
that’s very familiar to us all. “Humanity 
has decided that we’re meant to be with 
the same partner for life and actually it 
isn’t that easy or that natural,” she says. 
“The question is, is it forced upon us by 
societal expectation or is it truly in our 
nature? To remain with the person you 
love is difficult; it can be very dividing 
and not all relationships survive the first 
few years after having a child. It’s about a 
conversation, in terms of artistry, and this 
album is something different for me.” 

 Until now she has always been the 
creative director of her image, she makes 
reference to her so-called mistakes 
over the years and thinks that people 
shouldn’t be so pretentious and snobby 
about things. “It’s all an exploration and 
your work is not finished until you die,” 
states Faith. She moves on prophetically 
to say, “Your life is a sketch pad of ideas, 
it should never be perceived as a finished 
product and that is where we go wrong 
with our expectations of artists.”

 Faith also talks about the fragility of 
artistry, and candidly confesses that this 

album produced a different sound because 
she was alone. She also admits that she 
thought she sang better as she didn’t have 
people staring at her. This is a refreshing 
insight from someone who has been in 
the music industry for 12 years, but also 
has a prolific career as a songwriter, actor 
and now producer, no mean feat in today’s 
cluttered and dismissive age.

 Talking about working with a creative 
director for the first time, Theo Adams, 
she muses about repackaging herself in 
a new way and how it feels much more 
relevant to her current self. The visual 
output has an aesthetic of experience, 
distilled down to who she is as a woman 
and reflecting her voice as a female. She 
feels that people talk about identity in 
narrow terms but in fact human beings are 
all multi-faceted and have so many sides. 
“It’s strange in a marketing sensibility 
that your output defines who you are, 
but nobody is that one-dimensional, 
especially creative people.” 

 Faith defines herself as a workaholic, 
a template she gained from her 
hardworking, perfectionist parents. Work 
is an obsession for her and she has a 
co-dependence that she references as 
potentially unhealthy. Faith makes the 
point that she aims to pass on a love of 
work to her daughter and hopes that she 
too will find something that will bring her 
the same level joy that her mother gains 
from her vocation. 

 What comes across while we chat 
is that Paloma Faith is incredibly self-
deprecating and has a truly genuine 
disposition, as she unravels her artistic 
journey. She is true to herself, to her 
identity as an artist and most acutely as a 
human being, which is at once heartening 
and encouraging, now more than ever.  

Infinite Things by Paloma Faith is out now.

“Your life is a sketch pad of ideas, 
it should never be perceived 
as a finished product and that 
is where we go wrong with our 
expectations of artists.”

top top SHUSHU TONG SHUSHU TONG hat hat CHALAYAN CHALAYAN rings, bracelet rings, bracelet GRASILVERGRASILVER interview MIRANDA WILKINSON
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This page: This page: CHET LO CHET LO coat coat HUISHAN ZHANG HUISHAN ZHANG gloves gloves INES GLOVESINES GLOVES  
Opposite page:Opposite page: dress  dress SIMONE ROCHA SIMONE ROCHA shirt collar (worn underneath) shirt collar (worn underneath) SHUSHU TONG SHUSHU TONG bow neck clip bow neck clip ALESSANDRA RICH ALESSANDRA RICH socks socks FALKE FALKE creepers creepers SAINT LAURENTSAINT LAURENT
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makeup makeup PHOEBE WALTERS PHOEBE WALTERS using using CHARLOTTE TILBURY CHARLOTTE TILBURY hair hair EAMONN HUGHES EAMONN HUGHES represented byrepresented by PREMIER HAIR AND MAKE-UP  PREMIER HAIR AND MAKE-UP using using SAM MCKNIGHT SAM MCKNIGHT 
set design set design JEMIMA HETHERINGTON JEMIMA HETHERINGTON creative production creative production STUDIO BAJEKSTUDIO BAJEK

photographer's assistants photographer's assistants VITALIJ SIDOROVIC, GURDIT SINGH VITALIJ SIDOROVIC, GURDIT SINGH styling assistants styling assistants ALICIA APARICIO, MASHA LIGAYALICIA APARICIO, MASHA LIGAY

This page: 
trench coat (worn underneath) WED 

blazer GIUSEPPE DI MORABITO 
silver brooches EMILY FRANCES BARRETT

vintage shoes VIVIENNE WESTWOOD 
 tights FALKE 

Opposite page: 
dress ROKSANDA 

bow headpiece JESSICA BROAS 
rings GRASILVER
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HERMÈS

photography RACHELLE SIMONEAU concept and fashion direction NATALIE YUKSEL

Turn your Hermès scarf into new possibilities… 
This fashion shoot is styled entirely using only Hermès scarfs. 

We hope it inspires you as much as it did us!
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model CLARA DUTILLEUL at KARIN MODELS PARIS
makeup AURELIA LIANSBERG represented by WISE & TALENTED using ABSOLUTON  

hair ANDRE CUETO SAAVEDRA represented by WISE & TALENTED using ORIBE
fashion director represented by SAINT GERMAIN photographer's assistant QUENTIN FARRIOL
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True Blue

Fine artist Chloe McCarrick 
talks to OVERDUE about  
art and her creative process. 

interview MIRANDA WILKINSON

What is your earliest memory of art?
I can’t pinpoint my earliest memory of art 
as I feel I have been immersed in it my 
whole life. Having an extensive library of 
books, I’d spend hours poring over their 
pages. I adored studying pictures from 
DaVinci’s flying machines, surrealist 
painters, the photographs in National 
Geographic and the illustrative details in 
anatomy books. Nothing was off limits, 
everything was explored and noted in my 
sketchbooks and imagination. 

Our family home was filled with a mix 
of scientific knowledge and creative 
thinking. Original artworks adorned the 
walls, alongside sketches my mother had 
done of us, and our colourful and magical 
drawings documenting our imaginations.

How did you develop your style?
Initially I studied traditional fine art and 
art history, then I went on to focus more 
on lens and film-based image making, 
studying and eventually lecturing in 
photography and interactive media. 

I was interested in utilising my fine 
art training alongside my photographic 
expertise. I researched innovative 
ways of combining the two together 
and experimented with photographic 
portraiture and image making as a 
process built up of multiple layers, artistic 
techniques and materials rather than just 
standard film photography and printing. 

Freedom and experimentation for 

me were key factors in developing my 
personal style, through rule breaking 
and blending art forms and techniques 
together, taking inspiration from 
traditional approaches to image making 
with a contemporary technological twist;  
a fusion of art, photography and science.

I focused on using cyanotypes after 
revisiting my research on British botanist 
and photographer Anna Atkins. Atkins 
used cyanotypes to document algae 
specimens for her scientific reference 
books and in the process established 
photography as an accurate medium for 
scientific illustration. 

It seemed a fitting tribute to use a light 
sensitive process pioneered by a female 
scientist and fellow photographer in 
creating my series of inspirational women. 
To convey the complexities of time, light, 
space and reveal experience, it was perfect 
to use a combination of traditional image 
making techniques with the added use of 
modern technology.

My unique portraits have a distinctive 
painterly characteristic made by 
embracing technological advances in 
large-scale negative printing whilst 
staying true to the purest and earliest 
forms of photographic techniques. I 
examine complex interactions between 
human experience, environment, materials 
used, light and time combined with 
deconstructing and reconstructing images 
to create intriguing surrealistic stories.
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The process can take a number of hours, 
washing away the layers, coaxing and 
manipulating the surface to allow the 
chemicals to penetrate beneath the 
dissolving painted substances.

The overall results are abstract 
swirling, dreamlike worlds painted using 
only my fingers, the mark making from 
the feminine touch becomes more of a 
figurative self-portrait – the capture of 
human senses over time.

Circular forms feature heavily in your 
works, can you explain why? 
The history of the Natural World, anatomy 
and science art has always fascinated me, 
everything is related, connected, part of a 
chain, hence the idea of using circles arose. 

These ideas are reflected throughout 
my working methodology from the 
creation of the paper (handmade from 

recycled cotton rags and circular moulds), 
within the construction of the images 
themselves, (featuring circular motifs 
and objects from petri dishes to the 
moon), the process of exposing using 
natural light and washing in moonlight, 
in all weather conditions throughout the 
seasons, and the circular theme carries 
through to framing the finished pieces  
in handmade round frames.

The circular paper shapes not only 
represent a life cycle, borne from human 
touch and made of recycled materials, 

they also take on a new life once coated  
with the light sensitive solutions, left 

to dry and exposed to the elements 
of sun, rain, snow and water over 

time. The process of capturing 
and recording mother nature 
in all her glory, and creating 
art works using her power 
seemed to fit perfectly  
with the feminine message 
and motifs within my work. 
It is a marriage of natural 

phenomena and artist 
intent, a harmonisation of 

the natural and human worlds. 
I became more aware of how  

  I wished to use these experiments 
and research within my pieces as 

a metaphor and a commemoration  
   of mother nature and science's 

astounding power. 
All works are housed in hand-crafted 

circular frames, each one float-mounted 
to showcase the circular organic form 
of the handmade paper, the unique 
texture, the surface undulations and 
rough deckled edges. Each piece casts a 
silhouette, an ever changing landscape 
dependent on the angle of the sun or 
light source.

The circular frames give flexibility 
when hanging art works of differing 

sizes grouped together, creating an 
impactful cascading constellation, 
weaving intriguing stories throughout 
the home. Each one is like a portal into 
another dimension, drawing you closer 
to discover what’s inside, inviting you to 
explore the lives of these ladies and learn 
about the process used in creating them.

Where is your studio or do you work 
from home? 
I split my time between my studio in  
East London, my home studio in Islington 
and researching at The British Library 
and Wellcome Collection Library. 
My art studio is in the eaves 
of an old building housing 
screen printing rooms 
below and a series of 
photographic darkrooms 
for colour, black and 
white and alternative 
process printing.

I work in each of 
the spaces at different 
times during my creative 
process, photographing 
models in the studio, hand 
printing their portraits and 
photograms in the black and 
white darkroom, hand making 
the paper in the washout rooms, 
coating the papers with cyanotype 
solution in the alternative process 
darkroom, using my giant lightbox to hand 
cut the collages and large scale negatives 
and use the large courtyard to expose my 
cyanotypes to natural light and wash and 
hang the finished pieces to dry.

My darkroom and photography space 
offers more of a meditative vibe, a place 
where I can contemplate, experiment 
and focus more on developing artistic 
concepts and perfecting working 
methodologies. It is here where I hand 

finish all of my pieces, mount, wrap, and 
get them ready to frame.

I work on my website, photographing 
the framed pieces and packaging orders 
from my home studio. Since lockdown 
I haven’t been back to my art studio or 
research spaces so I adapted to working 
on smaller scale pieces from my home 
and focused more on researching new 
subjects to add to the collection.

What is your favourite piece you’ve 
created to date? 
The States Between Study (Mary’s 
Monster) XL
Type | Original Zinc Leaf Cyanotype
Inspiration | Mary Shelley
Year |  2020
Materials | Cyanotype, handmade paper, 
chemical and heat treated zinc leaf 

What is your creative process from 
start to finish?
I use a variety of traditional photographic 
and alternative processes and camera-
less techniques combined with painting, 
illustration and collage within my 
current practice including photograms, 
chemigrams and gum printing.  
My process is devoted to exploring  
my relationships to subject matter, 
materials, and the environment to  
create a narrative, a record, a footprint. 
I’ve always been curious to discover and  
to greater understand my relationships 
with science, natural history and art. 

With chemigrams I paint 
directly onto photographic 
paper and film with 
darkroom chemicals  
and resists (particularly 
focusing on more 
feminine products). 
Resists can be anything 
found in my house 
or studio, ranging 
from beauty products, 
household cleaning 
solutions, paints, wax and 
varnish to consumables 
from the kitchen cupboards 
and fridge. A few of my 
favourites  include making a 
paste of flour and water, honey, 
candle wax and Vaseline. These common 
household products create rich textural 
results due to their varying densities, 
structural qualities during this physics-
chemical printing process there is no end 
to experimentation.

Once the resists have been applied 
to the paper and film they are left to 
cure, some I leave in daylight, others I 
keep under red light conditions. Then I 
expose to different light sources whilst 
washing in chemical baths and water. T
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The States Between Study (Mary’s Monster) 
XL artwork was inspired by English 
novelist Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley.  
A skilled editor and critic, an influential 
travel writer, a literary historian, a poet 
and a political radical, Shelley is best 
known for her gothic horror classic 
Frankenstein. Considered an early  
example of science fiction, this wildly 
inventive and strikingly original tale  
was influenced by Mary’s passion for 
science, experimentation and a thirst  
   for knowledge.

I created this piece by 
constructing a hand-cut 

collage using female  
photographic portraiture, 

photograms made from 
homegrown petri dish 
cultures, cell structures 
from antique  
microscopic slides,  

    and  an illustration 
of a fox’s skull.

After coating the 
handmade paper with 

light-sensitive 
chemistry, it is left to dry 

in a dark room. The large 
scale negative is then contact 

printed onto the paper by 
exposing it to daylight. The print is 

then processed by thoroughly washing 
it in water to remove any unexposed 
solution. It can then be hung to dry, 
developing to full density Prussian blue 
after 24 hours. Once the image is fixed  
it is hand finished with chemically 
painted and heat-treated zinc leaf, 
producing a variated linear patina of  
rich turquoise, purple and gold tones. 

For more information, visit  
chloemccarrick.com
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LAND Of LIGHT

photography MEHDI SEF fashion direction NATALIE YUKSEL

This page: coat MATERIEL thigh high boots CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN
Opposite page: dress, boots ISSEY MIYAKE
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sweater, skirt, boots KENZOblazer DANAMÉ PARIS
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This page: trench-coat, trousers, sandals MAISON MARGIELA
Opposite page: dress, boots BOTTEGA VENETA
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jumpsuit LEANDRO CANO boots CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN dress ALEXANDRE VAUTHIER boots BOTTEGA VENETA sunglasses RENDEL
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made 

photography ANDREW KIMBER creative direction TESS SAVINA 
makeup MARISOL STEWARD hair LINUS JOHANSSON

clay

of

lassic eternity line bezel-set diamond necklace DE BEERS
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This and opposite page: classic round brilliant diamond studs DE BEERS
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classic eternity line bezel-set diamond necklace DE BEERS
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model JESSICA LUOSTARINEN at WILHELMINA  fashion direction NATALIE YUKSEL represented by SAINT GERMAIN
makeup artist represented by STELLA CREATIVE ARTISTS hair artist used ANTI COLLECTIVE 

 retouch RETOUCH OF FROST photographer's assistant LUKE HUTSON-FLYNN styling assistant SAVANNAH CHRISTINA
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photography MARIONA VILARÓS 
creative direction MARIONA VILARÓS & TESS SAVINA

 styling CARLEE WALLACE

SHORES
two

dress LAVANYA COODLY lingerie SERPENTI
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Opposite page: dress MALAN BRETON
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Top image: both looks CHRISTIAN WIJNANTS  
Right image: top, bottoms CHRISTIAN WIJNANTS earrings PK BIJOUX shoes PSKAUFMAN
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This page: dress MALAN BRETON
Opposite page: dress dress MARIA LUCIA HOHAN MARIA LUCIA HOHAN lingerielingerie SERPENTI SERPENTI



top top CHRISTIAN WIJNANTS CHRISTIAN WIJNANTS earrings earrings PK BIJOUXPK BIJOUX
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photography and art direction STELLA MORAIS styling SOFIA LAZZARI

The Art of

Being Still
dress HUISHAN ZHANG 

earrings PK BIJOUX 
rings MI MANERA
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This page: dress RENLI SU earrings BRENDA KUOH
Opposite page: dress SEBASTIAN MARTIN NISSL
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This page (left): dress HUISHAN ZHANG  jewellery MI MANERA
This page (right): suit MILÒ MARIA ring MI MANERA
Opposite page: earrings NYNNE
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This page (left): dress, shoes RENLI SU jewellery MI MANERA
This page (right): top HUISHAN ZHANG earrings PK BIJOUX bracelets PIPPA SMALL

 Opposite page: dress CARMEN LLAGUNO jewellery PIPPA SMALL
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This page: dress SEBASTIAN MARTIN NISSL
Opposite page: suit ESAÚ YORI necklace, ring MI MANERA bracelet PIPPA SMALL earrings NYNNE

model  CAT FREAN at NEXT MODELS makeup MIRANDA BARON hair LINUS JOHANSSON using ANTI COLLECTIVE 
set design LUCY COOPER retouching KAT PETROVA photographer's assistants ANNA LOWRY & CARINA LAMMERS styling assistant LENA BORWANSKA
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Back to the  
Drawing Board
Illustration has firmly found  
its place in fashion and beauty.  
OVERDUE talks to artist Isher 
Dhiman about her commissions,  
creations and why she’s a 
traditionalist at heart.

interview MIRANDA WILKINSON

What has been your favourite 
commission to date?  
I have a few favourites for different reasons. 
There are some from earlier in my career 
as an artist that are special to me that I no 
longer own but are with private collectors, 
such as the artwork I created in celebration 
of Barack Obama’s Inauguration that was 
exhibited at The Mall Galleries in London. 
I also loved the Space NK magazine cover 
commission where I was asked to create 
a hand-painted artwork. In a time where 
photography is favoured over illustration, it 
provided a glimmer of hope for the revival 
of this art form in the mainstream, which is 
becoming more and more prevalent now. 

What role do you think art plays in 
today’s world where creatives are 
constantly being marginalised?
Art plays a huge role as it is a very 
powerful medium in which to 
communicate, it allows us to express 
ourselves and has the power to create 
emotional and physical connections. Art 
has a way of engaging people and allowing 
conversations that otherwise would not 
take place.  However, art is often not given 
the consideration or place it deserves 
and is often marginalised. Artists have to 
shout louder to have their voices heard, 
especially now in this ever growing social 
media driven world.

How has your work evolved since you 
began your career?
I feel my work is ever evolving as I like  
to experiment and try new things. My  
brain is always ticking with an abundance 
of ideas and new things I want to try in 
my work. I love to use all types of media 
from charcoal, watercolour, inks and oils 
to collage and mono printing. I love to 
continually learn as I feel we can always 
become better versions of ourselves in 
the art we create and in life in general. I 
recently went back to college and studied 
Classical Portraiture in Oils, which was a 
completely different discipline to what I 
am used to. I learnt so much and grew as 
an artist immensely. We must never stop 
learning or growing. Most recently,  
I have been enhancing my drawing and  
live painting skills through virtual fashion 
and life drawing classes. I can now sketch  
a full fashion figure/garment in a matter  
of minutes.

What are your most common points  
of reference for your work? 
I believe that inspiration is everywhere, 
from daily walks taking in nature to 
people-watching in the hustle and bustle 
of London. I love immersing myself in 
wonderful galleries and collecting fashion 
art books from artists old and new. I 
have a particular obsession with fashion 
illustration from the post-war era, and 
flew to New York at the very beginning 
of 2020 to visit the archives to witness  
the works of art by some of the great 
masters: Carl Erickson, René Bouché  
and Fred Greenhill. I am a traditionalist 
at heart, and much prefer flicking 
through old magazines or my book 
collection for inspiration.
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Do you have a favourite piece that you 
have created?
I have a few favourites. There are various 
pieces that I have created over my career 
that evoke a certain memory or emotion 
and are very personal to me. I have not 
shared these with anyone. I have some 
new self-initiated work that I am currently 
creating as part of my personal "Passion 
Projects". Here I explore subjects that 
I feel strongly about using my artistic 
skills to create strong visual messages. I 
have created work for Breast Cancer 
Awareness, mental wellbeing and a 
number of works that address climate 
change and sustainability, which I will be 
sharing very soon.

What advice would you give to someone 
wanting to become an illustrator? 
Personally, I believe drawing is a must. I 
have nothing against digital methods, but 

I much prefer the traditional pencil and 
paper method. I  recommend making time to 
improve your draftmanship skills as often as 
you can. Attend life drawing classes. One of 
the best things about 2020 is that creatives 
are spoilt for choice with the abundance of 
amazing virtual drawing classes, allowing 
us to connect with other creatives from 
around the globe, in the comfort of our own 
homes. Always explore new things, challenge 
yourself, experiment, don't be afraid to try 
new ideas. Draw with your non-dominant 
hand, the results will surprise you. Do not get 
caught in the social media trap. Create work 
just for yourself, regularly. Study it. Take out 
old work to see how you are evolving as an 
artist. Immerse yourself in things that ignite 
your creativity, such as books, magazines or a 
visit to an art gallery. If it's something that you 
are passionate about and you can see yourself 
living and breathing it every day, then it's the 
right path for you.
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1. Sunglasses are a prime year-round 
accessory, especially if you want to give 
your look extra impact. Channel your inner 
star quality with a pair of Gucci sunglasses. 
Team them with a high gloss rouge lip 
to add a lift on duller days this season. 
These sunglasses are universal for most 
face shapes and act as a mood enhancer, 
bejewelled with sparkling crystals along 
the metal temples and complemented 
with a mother of pearl effect tip. A pair of 
simple black sunglasses simply will not hit 
the spot this season.

2. Now, let’s talk handbags. Whether your 
guilty pleasure is shoes or jackets, you cannot 
deny that handbags hold a special place in 
your wardrobe. Louis Vuitton’s Dauphine 
Bag is the perfect piece to dominate your 
closet – a new monochromatic ‘LV’ print for 
every season of the year. Beyond the iconic 
print that is synonymous with the brand 
and luxury, the silhouette is a chameleon 
for all occasions. Use the chain to create an 
elegant look with a pleated skirt and courts, 
or alternatively, pair with denim on denim 
for a casual outfit using the leather strap. 

This season’s top 
three in fashion
AW20 fashion pieces to outlast lockdown and beyond…

OVERDUE's Overview 1. 2. 3.

square metal sunglasses
GUCCI  

£410

beige suede and elaphe lorenzo pumps 
JENNIFER CHAMANDI  

£595

dauphine bag  
LOUIS VUITTON 

£2,360words THOMAS LEE BROOKS

3.   When it comes to figuring out the future 
classics, there are many contenders; but 
Jennifer Chamandi’s immaculate footwear 
will certainly stand the test of time. This 
season, Chamandi’s Lorenzo Suede and 
Elaphe pumps will have you in awe, from 
the slim and striking stiletto, to the ease 
of colour matching with your wardrobe. 
Versatile in their style, these shoes can be 
worn with or without Chamandi’s iconic 
Mary Jane strap. Pair with a camel co-ord 
look and tortoiseshell sunglasses, or match 
them with greys and pastel for a brighter 
look. Whilst these pumps are trend-
forward, one can’t deny they will become a 
new obsession.
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The long OVERDUE  
shoe

heeled loafers in moc-croc leather TOD'S Price Upon Request

Tod's have reworked their iconic loafer into a wearable 
piece of Art, perfect for posing as artist or muse.

words and concept NATALIE YUKSEL PRINTS AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE ON OVERDUEMAGAZINE.COM
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